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GENERAL UPDATES
2021 has come to an end. December marked the end of a year full of
challenges, changes, and growth in Yoga and Sport with Refugees. We are
extremely proud of everyone in our community and excited about the year to
come. The full evaluation of the year will come in the annual report that will
be published in the end of January, so stay tuned!
In the second weekend of the month we had our first all coordinator meeting
in Athens, where all the coordinators came together for 4 days for intense
training and strategy formulation. We started with a teambuilding and
communication training given by Dona from Lead through Connection, who
also gave us a leadership training on the second day. Furthermore we worked
on our general strategy for 2022, the external communication strategy & our
fundraising strategy. We also discussed how we can improve our teacher
support & how to support and prepare our volunteers better. The last day we
used to work on the strategy for 2022 per location. There was also enough
time to have fun together, we went for dinner and did a bowling competition.
It was amazing to be all together and we are super motivated to start working
on all the projects next year!
Like in the rest of the world Omikron has also arrived to Greece, resulting in a
huge increase in the number of COVID cases and new measures by the Greek
government. Luckily so far the gyms can still be open, and people can come
as long as they are vaccinated.

LESVOS

On Lesvos
No big changes in the operating environment on Lesvos. There are now 2019 refugees
officially living on the island. 192 people arrived on Lesvos, and 111 people have been
transfered to the mainland, until the 26th of December (Aegean boat report week 4851, the monthly report has not yet been published). Quite some people of the
community have gotten their positive decisions, and again quite some community
members have left. Our community in other European countries, especially in
Germany, is growing and it is amazing to see how people find eachother there again.
There have been quite a few YSR meet-ups in Hamburg, Berlin, Dortmund, and other
places!

In the project
This month we said goodbye to Yadullah after 2,5
years of involvement in Yoga and Sport. He has
grown a lot in our organization, started as a student
and left as a coordinator, yoga teacher and wrestling
teacher. We will stay in touch and Yadullah will
spread the YSR message wherever he will go!

Trip with the teachers

We organized a 2 days trip and strategy meeting
with the teachers to prepare for 2022. We went to
Molyvos, did some sightseeing and multiple sessions
to discuss how to improve teacher support, how to
improve the gym, the schedule, and many more
things.
We organized a series of Self defense workshops for
women in the gym.
We organized a football tournament which was very
successful. Our YSR team won the tournament!
We celebrated Christmas together in the gym. We
had organized a special moment with chocolate
and cookies and some Christmas Gifts for the
teachers.

Teachers
18 teachers in total.
New:
Fayzan
Ali
Left:
Yadullah

Coordinators
Toryalay (volunteers/gym)
Miren (project)
Louise (volunteers)

Amali running race

Volunteers
In total 15
Madeline, Bethan, Debi,
Isabella, Katjuša, Meghan,
Daniel, Priya, Arjan, Sina,
Linda, Amir, Ali , Farsad

ATHENS

In Athens
The cash assistance system has been restored, but it is very difficult for our
community members to receive the cards. The need for food and basic needs is very
high and it strongly reflects on the individuals wellbeing. Luckily we can help our
teachers a little bit by refering them to other organizations and supporting them
with the means we have ourselves. We were a bit short on volunteers in the month of
December but managed to get the classes covered, especially because of our great
community volunteers. Many members of our community have left to other countries.
Saying goodbye is always difficult, but we are also very happy to see them go and be
able to build a future.

Training in Malakasa camp

In the project

we started to teach Yoga in Safe Place Greece
once a week
Sohail from the Dhaka Market delivers fruit to
us every Monday, so that our students get
some nutrients after their activities.
Aristot started Judo classes and we found a
new fitness teacher
For Christmas we planned a teachers and
volunteer meeting where a nutritionist came
to talk to us about sports and nutrition. It was
lovely to see the whole community together
and spend some time talking about things
related to our favorit thing - namely sports! We
ended the meeting with a little Christmas gift
for all our teachers and a speech for every one
of them! We are so proud of our teacher team!
We started working on the strategy for 2022.

Teachers
New:
Aristotles (judo)
Left:
Sharif (bodybduilding)
Fally (bodybuilding)

Coordinators
Aref (project)
Fatemeh (volunteer)
Claude (project)

Teacher meeting
Volunteers
Abbas
Zahra
Abdollah
Kata
Lukas
Kalliopi
Alex

HSR IOANNINA

In Ioannina

December brought freezing temperatures and lots of rain, which made it more
difficult to have outdoor training for field sports. However it makes us even more
happy that our gym is now closed and that we can do training inside!
There is a continued lack of financial assistance for asylum seekers, which means
many people are still forced to work in poor employment conditions.
In the project:

The new painting in the gym

We closed our gym! We now have walls and
doors which keep the heat in and the rain
out! This also makes our women only
classes much safer and allows our athletes
to feel more comfortable removing their
scarves and moving freely. We celebrated
the official opening of the gym with our
community, had drinks and snacks and a
good time!
We had our final teacher meeting where all
our teachers and community volunteers
shared their feelings about being part of
the project, and received gifts as a thank
you for all their efforts
We went climbing outdoors twice, despite
the cold, and had an amazing climbing
concentration
day.
This
was
like
a
competition flipped on its head. We had
food, drinks, music and just focused on
trying new climbing routes, supporting
each other and having fun! It was amazing!

Teachers
Sakine - Yoga
Rahman - Volleyball
Fereshte - Dance and Fitness for
women
Emal - Climbing
Ali Asghar - Handball
Payman - boxing
Massoumeh - Women boxing
Mojtaba - running

Coordinators
Maeve

Women fitness

Volunteers
Paolo
Benjamin
Mahdi
Zainab

THE PROJECTS IN NUMBERS
Lesvos:
Number of activities:
Number of teachers:
Total amount of participants in all the projects:
Average amount of students per week:

Division of students over the different projects:
Volleyball
16.6%

Number of men/women/kids
in the projects:

Self Defense
0.9%
Fitness
11%

Wrestling
0.9%
Climbing
9.1%
Women Sport
0.6%

14 (+0)
17 (-5)
1439 (-168)
360 (-42)

MINORS
31.4%

K1
5.1%

MEN
52.4%

Yoga
3%

WOMEN
16.2%

Football
36.3%

Athens:

Number of activities:
Number of teachers:
Total amount of participants in all the projects:
Average amount of students per week:

Division of students over the different projects:
Football
10.9%

HipHop Yoga
1.8% 1.8%

Number of men/women/kids
in the projects:

Taekwando
12.8%

Minors
34.6%

Parkour
7.3%
Running
2.6%

Kickboxing
7.3%
Wrestling
5.5%

14 (+0)
15 (+0)
1540 (-340)
310 (-160)

MEN
38.5%

Bodybuilding
18.2%

Zumba
9.1%
Boxing
7.3%

Women
26.9%

Women fitness
7.3%

Habibi and Sport with Refugees Ioannina
Number of activities:
Number of teachers:
Total amount of participants in all the projects:
Average amount of students per week:

Division of students over the different projects:
Handball Boxing
7.6%
4.4%
Women Fitness
5.6%
Open gym
24.1%

11 (+0)
8 (+0)
751 (+2)
185 (+82)

Number of men/women in
the projects:
WOMEN
35%

Climbing
10.5%
Women dance
4.9%

Football
9.6%
Volleyball
23.8%

MEN
65%

GENERAL FINANCES

We are 100% funded through independent donations

Income

Expenses

Our total income this month: 27.984 (+4340) Our total expenses this month: 17.695 (+1181)
Income from volunteer house: 1.490
Expenses Lesvos: 6076 (+3048)
Peoplegrapher (PHOENIX): 1610
Expenses Athens: 4894 (-739)
GYM photobook Hilde: 5.000
Expenses HSR Ioannina: 2579 (-954)
ShowerPower: 1.000
General expenses: 4146 (+471)
Choose Love: 3.000
Municipality of Libourne: 2.000
Income per category:
Three Peas
2.1%

Expenses per category:

Choose Love
15.6%

GYM
25.9%
Website
8.3%

Peoplgrapher
8.3%

Facebook
28%

Capacity building
5.8%
Equipment
9.8%
Field sports
4.3%

ShowerPower
5.2%
Christmas fundraiser
6.7%

Teachers
7.8%

Gyms
15.4%

Directors
12.4%

Other forms of support

Maeve took many football shoes back
from Ireland to Ioannina.
Alexander Couclelis brought a lot of
running clothes donations from Running
Junkies in Amsterdam
General Fundraising Update
Many things that were planned to arrive for
some time all came in December. We
received our monthly support from Choose
Love and Shower Power, and after almost 10
months we finally received our Facebook
payouts.
Furthermore
we
received
an
amazing amount from Berlin Braves and the
other running crews who did a Christmas
run for us! We received 2000 euros from the
municipality
of
Libourne,
Estelle's
hometown. The major of Libourne visited the
project in August. We also received a huge
donation from the premiere of PHOENIX in
Düsseldorf, where we are very grateful for.
Lastly we received 5000 euros that was
raised for us via the booksales of GYM, the
photobook Hilde made about the project.

Coordinator salaries
21.2%

Housing coordinators
10.8%

Housing teachers
2.2%

Explanation of Expenses
The expenses for the coordination
teams were quite high this month,
because the payout of November
was delayed to the beginning of
December. Furthermore we made
quite some investments in the gym
in
Ioannina,
to
finish
the
winterization project of the gym
there, it looks so good now! We also
spent some extra money to host the
all coordinators meeting in Athens,
which was a huge success.

COMMUNITY & OUTREACH

Publications

Article Giacomo and Dario in Kaizen
magazine (France)
Video Mahmood made by Annelise
Mecca, which won the audience price
in the film fest of Ciele Athletics

Social media

Facebook (YSR)
Total likes: 3.391 (+14)
Total followers: 3.687 (+56)
Total posts: 13 (+1)
Instagram (YSR)
Total followers: 3.589 (+107)
Total posts: 18 (+3)
Facebook (YSR Athens)
Total likes: 662 (+5)
Total followers: 708 (+5)
Total posts: 9 (+3)
Instagram (YSR Athens)
Total followers: 823 (+26)
Total posts: 11 (+7)
Facebook (HSR Ioannina)
Total likes: 27 (+0)
Total followers: 29 (+0)
Total posts: 0 (+0)
Instagram (HSR Ioannina)
Total followers: 551 (+32)
Total posts: 5 (+0)

Fatemeh Jafari
Coordinator Athens, Yoga teacher

"For me it is so nice that I am working as a
coordinator here in this place because it gives
met the opportunity to play a different role and
gives me a good feeling because I am from this
community and I can talk to my people and they
are with me in the same stage. Having
responsibility is so important it helps me to make
my life, because I learn in this position a lot of
things and I can use it in my future."

Emal
Climbing teacher HSR Ioannina
"Hi, I'm Emal, and I live in Katsikas.
I train with Habibi and Sport, which is
a great exercise project for physical
strength for mind and body. After a lot
of effort and support, I was able to
become the rock climbing teacher,
and I thank all my staff, friends and
sisters for this opportunity."
Picture by:
John Garate

UPDATE ON POLICY PRIORITIES
QUICK SUMMARY

December was our moment to set new goals for 2022! Here a quick summary
of the outcomes of the strategy days we had with our coordinators, and later
with the teachers:

Introduction:
We formulated our goals alongside our most important pillars: community,
well-being, integration, skills-building, and positive advocacy.
For all this pillars we formulated general organizational goals and goals per
location. The goals are split into action points, with a deadline, to make the
goals as SMART as possible!
The full policy plan will be published on the website in the end of January!

For the coming year our most important goals are:
Offering more support and training to our coordinators, teachers and
students by implementing a capacity building cycle.
Having one or more community coordinators in all our locations.
Improved support for teachers, coordinators and leadership to improve
continuity in the project and professionalize as an organization.
Do an elaborate impact assessment of the organization .
Conduct a mapping of our community members all over Europe.
Improve our community engagement ((ex-)students, (ex-)teachers,
(ex-)volunteers, partners and donors).

WORK IN PROGRESS

WITH THANKS TO OUR PARTNERS:

Free movement
skateboarding

MVI

MSF

LAVA

KONFRONT

LessTalkAthletics

Spanos

HABIBI

Refugym

VidMob

IPF

Zaporeak

One Happy Family

Proemaid

INTERSOS

CAC

ChooseLove

GAME

MWF

WWBT

FENIX

Three Peas

KOIZ

LKTBF

